Separation of pages and blogs: migrating blog to another space

Problem
You want to use the Blogs Space feature in Refined, but on the space you have both pages and blogposts.
You want to migrate the pages or the blogs to another space.

Cause
In Version 5.0.0 we introduced blog spaces into Refined (back then called RefinedTheme). Blog spaces are a way to keep pages separated from blogs but only featuring the blog part of the space in the UI of the blog space.

Solution

Migrate blogposts to a new space
This alternative includes creating a new blog space, then moving all existing blogposts to this space and keeping the pages on the existing one.

1. Create a new blog space.

2. Migrate all existing blogs to this space.

   There may be other apps to do this more easily, here’s one potential one: https://community.atlassian.com/t5/Confluence-questions/I-want-to-move-all-blogposts-from-one-space-to-another-and-set-a/qaq-p/129379

3. If you have turned your space into a blog but you want it for pages, you need to deactivate blog on this space.
Comments

- If you have not setup your blog spaces yet and you upgraded from a previous version of Refined, please learn more here: 5.0 Blog Migration
- We have discussed the possibility of building this migration feature into the product, but at this point in time it is not an option we're pursuing.